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　Abstract：Peking Diet Culture has a prominent place in Chinese Diet Culture and is a miniature of Chi-
nese Diet Culture. Peking Diet Culture started with Homo erectus pekinensis. From “Beijing Man”, “New 
Cave Man”, “Upper Cave Man” to “East-hulin Man” and to “Shang-zhai culture”, at last, to “Snow-montain 
Man”, we can describe the rough track about the evolution of the diet that human being of Beijing area 
moved from mountain district （caves） to hilly region to piedmont flat, and finally, to Plain in the Age of 
Primitive Society. With Several hundred thousand years of development, the historical accumulation of 
Bingjing is the most remarkable. It formed the layout that fused the nomadic and farming dietetic flavor and 
coexisted the multi-diet-form. Especially, during the Liao and Jin Dynasties, Peking Diet Culture fully dem-
ostrated its unique glamour as the political central diet culture in the whole country.
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